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         Editing Practice #21 

        (Transitions) 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences with a transitional word. Underline the transition. 
 

1. the yo-yo is a spinning toy. a painted greek vase from 500 bc records its earliest use   

                     _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. the loop allow the yo-yo to Spin without moving it is called “sleeping” 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #22                   Date __________ 

        (Subordinate Conjunctions) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. when a ball is pitch the red stitchin acts like Wings making the ball swerve 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. if a pitcher is good he or she can throw a Curveball fastball Slider sinker an Cutter  

    _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #23                    Date __________ 

        (Appositives) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. clara a true Patriot volunteer to care for wound soldeirs during the civil War 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. the ARC help disaster relief in two Major Events the Great Fire and Johnstown Flood! 

    _____________________________________________________________________________ 

    

 
Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #24                    Date __________ 

        (Parenthetical Expression) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. in my opinion he was a populer Presidint with honesty integrity and self-reliance                

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

      
2. the President by the way was Elected too different times in the 1880’s! 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 
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                Editing Practice #21 

              (Transitions) 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences with a transitional word. Underline the transition. 

1. the yo-yo is a spinning toy. a painted greek vase from 500 bc records its earliest use   

           The yo-yo is a spinning toy. Furthermore, a painted Greek vase from 500 B.C. records its    

          earliest use. 
2. the loop allow the yo-yo to Spin without moving it is called “sleeping” 

     The loop allows the yo-yo to spin without moving. Thus, it is called “sleeping”. 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #22                    

        (Subordinate Conjunctions) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. when a ball is pitch the red stitchin acts like Wings making the ball swerve 

     When a ball is pitched, the red stitching acts like wings making the ball swerve. 

2. if a pitcher is good he or she can throw a Curveball fastball Slider sinker an Cutter  

     If a pitcher is good, he or she can throw a curveball, fastball, slider, sinker, and cutter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #23                     

        (Appositives)  

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. clara a true Patriot volunteer to care for wound soldeirs during the civil War 

    Clara, a true patriot, volunteered to care for wounded soldiers during the Civil War. 

2. the ARC help disaster relief in two Major Events the Great Fire and Johnstown Flood! 

    The ARC helped disaster relief in two major events, the Great Fire and Johnstown Flood.  

 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #24                     

        (Parenthetical Expression) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. in my opinion he was a populer Presidint with honesty integrity and self-reliance                

    In my opinion, he was a popular president with honesty, integrity, and self-reliance.                

2. the President by the way was Elected too different times in the 1880’s! 

    The president, by the way, was elected two different times in the 1880’s. 

 


